BREAKING: Prophet Lawrence Agyepong (a.k.a Dito Dito) Is Dead – Video/Photos

One of the chief criticisms of Christian culture is that it's too judgmental. That sins...
The General Overseer and Bishop of the Zion Home Chapel International, Prophet Lawrence Agyepong also known as Prophet Dito Dito is dead.

Prophet Agyapong passed away at the 37 Military hospital on Friday February 17th.
The cause of his death is currently unknown. However sources closed to him revealed that the Prophet even held Church service on Tuesday without any sign of illness.

On Wednesday he followed it up with a radio program that ended on Thursday morning and thereafter started complaining of not feeling very well and was rushed to the 37 Military Hospital.

The source revealed that he went into what was suspected to be a Coma in the Hospital before finally submitting into the hands of death on Friday evening.
Bishop Agyepong gained his nickname Ditto Ditto due to the depth and detail nature of his prophecies though he was not without controversy many viewers of his television programs and pastors will missed his unique style of ministry.
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